
 

Supply chain control, customer needs, serialization, regulatory 
requirements - the barcodes and data you print on your products 
and packaging are crucial.

How do you know everything is encoded correctly and meeting the 
quality standards?

ID See! is the suite of barcode control solutions from ID Technology 
that gives you insight into your labeling and coding. Designed 
around the latest scanning and OCR technology from Datalogic 
to be simple to use in just about any barcode and product coding 
application.

It’s that simple!

ID See! Linear for your GS1 barcoding
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ID See! provides everything you need to have insight into the barcoding and 
printing on your packaging lines.

The ID See! system is complete with; Datalogic scanner, product sensor, IO 
connection box, light stack and mounting hardware.

ID See! can be integrated into a new ID Technology labeling or coding system, or 
can be mounted elsewhere in your packaging line - wherever you need to be able 
to accurately scan and the monitor the quality of your barcodes.

Three versions of ID See! are available:

ID See! Linear  
Uses a Datalogic DS2400N series scanner, designed to read all linear 
barcode symbologies. This is a great solution for ensuring compliance with 
GS1 standards,  both for readability and keep track of any loss of quality.

Both standard and raster type scanners are available.

ID See! Matrix
Upgrading to the Datalogix Matrix allows for higher speeds, more in-depth 
quality control and the ability to read 2D barcodes such as Datamatrix and 
QR code. 

ID See! Matrix is a great choice for medical device marking applications 
(both on packaging and DPM), industrial DPM validation and anywhere 
needed to accurately read linear and 2D barcodes.

ID See! OCR
Our OCR package is the ultimate in print control for ensuring your products are in 
compliance with serialization, customer and regulatory requirements.

ID See! OCR is built around Datalogic’s Impact+ platform and can inspect up to 4 
text fields and a barcode on every package you produce. We integrate the system 
into ID Technology’s IPC touchscreen interface to provide you with complete 
control. 

ID See! OCR can be used with thermal, inkjet and 
laser technology to give you maximum insight into 
the printing in your packaging operations. 

Which ID See! solution is right for you? Contact us 
today and we’ll get you in touch with one of our 
specialists, right in your area. We will work with you to determine 
the perfect solution to meet your requirements. 
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